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I - Context 

 

   Brazil knowns an important urban development since the end of the 19e century, mainly with 

some coat cities which known an among spread and which attract always more people with 

economical difficulties from the countryside. 

These cities mainly in the southern and south-eastern have the benefit of almost all national 

infrastructure ( Rio have recently built a new bridge of 14 km length, some tunnels and an 

extension of the metro) . It’s why nowadays more than 80 % of Brazilian lives in urban areas like 

Rio de Janeiro, Sao Paulo and Belo Horizonte. (The richest trio and the bigger area about 

population.) 

   The case of Rio de Janeiro is one of the most spectacular, Rio de Janeiro is today the second 

industrial, commercial and harbour center just after Sao Paulo. And the first cultural and touristic 

city in Brazil due to the particular relief of the city, between ocean, tropical forest and mountains, 

the previous capital of Brazil is always one of the more beautiful city in the world and very 

attractive. 

 With a population of 12.5millions inhabitants in the urban area for a density of 5 377 inhabitants 

by km², this overpopulation create a real problem. 

Which created the appearance of favelas, area where the poor brazilian lives in some makeshift 

homes, generally with less than 1US$ by day. 

The impact of this poverty on the population is the bad-nutrition, the lack of education, the 

development of gangs and many traffics. All These problems make favelas very dangerous with 

someone worse than the other. 

 To help this kind of population the association “Estrela da Favela” had decided to developed a 

school in 2012 in the favela: Mangueira. 

Estrela de Favela offers an education for nowadays more than 70 children. To educate them 

maths, English, many sports, healthy diet… and show them a better vision of life. 

“To educate them about healthy diet”, we will remember that!  

With this project of a kitchen garden we will act to learn to these children how to grow organic 

vegetables, fruits, how cultivate, harvest, how consume healthy. We will bring our knowledge to 

develop a plot for urban agriculture to feed healthier these children. 
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II - Present situation 

 

Nowadays favelas in Rio de Janeiro are really dangerous, with all gangs which search to control 

their own plot to do their traffics. Mainly youngest children they don’t have access to education, 

men spend time on the street, exposed to a scene of violence, drugs and prostitution they often 

choose to join other gangs, and women become just “gangster’s wife”, or just sexual object for 

gangster.  

 

Estrela da favela helps these children to improve their quality of life in order to show us a better 

future. 

Seen 2012 Estrela have create this school with first objective to secure the future of these 

children through education and sport activities. 

The brazil is call the farm of the world, cause of all the exportation of vegetables from the Brazil 

to the rest of the world. But the nutrition is yet a problem for the first supplier of vegetables and 

fruits. 10% of  Brazilian suffer of under-nutrition, it’s a national problem, mainly for children-, they 

catch many diseases or growing problems. 
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Obesity increase from 11.4% to 13.9% in 4 years ( 2009-2013) in Brazil due to many factors, the 

industrials feed, less time for worker mother to cook , less possibility to practice physical 

activities cause to gangs (traffic and violence).  

Estrela da favela try currently to buy a plot of 200 square meters, to arrange on one hand a 

kitchen garden, to improve the healthy diet, to discover the vegetal functionment, and educate 

them about natural things.On this other hand an aesthetic garden to allow to children to enjoy an 

natural area, to make some outdoor activities and spend good times, but also a place to 

welcome some people, guests. 
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III - Stakeholders 

 

This project of kitchen garden is more than a simple kitchen garden. It involve lot of people. 

From the designers, the sponsors to the children and their family. Each group of people get 

differents expectations from this garden. The following matrix show the different stakeholders, 

their influence about the realisation of the garden and finally what are their expectations about it. 

 

 

Stakeholders Level of 
Influence 

Expectations 

‘Estrela da Favela’ 
ONG 

++++++ - Creation of a social green place in the Favela 
- Teach the origin and the importance of food to 

children (and parents) 
- Give to the children one healthy meal per day 

Students 
(Designers, 
workers) 

++++ - Good proceeding of the project 
- Good functioning of the garden 
- Harmony between the garden and users 

(children & community) 

Children +++ - Knowledge about food and nature 
- Get some activities (grow their own food) 

Community (in the 
favela) 

++ - Develop activities for their children 
- Offer a healthy meal to their children 

Sponsors ++++ - Show their interest about the problem of 
malnutrition in Brazil and for the humanitarian 
cause. 

Owner (land) ++ - Money from the land rental 
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VI - Example of similar projects 

 

Green my Favela 

Green my Favela is a US organisation. Their mission is to develop urban agriculture in favelas in 

Rio de Janeiro. They help people to create kitchen garden in some favela’s places. Walls, Small 

square of soil, Unused plots etc… 

 

 
https://www.flickr.com/photos/greenmyfavela/11468085205/in/album-72157638860366334/ 

 

 
https://www.flickr.com/photos/greenmyfavela/7056709865/in/album-72157629767530001/ 

https://www.flickr.com/photos/greenmyfavela/11468085205/in/album-72157638860366334/
https://www.flickr.com/photos/greenmyfavela/7056709865/in/album-72157629767530001/
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https://www.flickr.com/photos/greenmyfavela/7712076106/in/album-72157630901875582/ 

 

Find more about this organisation and the projects on the website: www.greenmyfavela.org 

 

 

 

Cidades sem Forme (cities without hungry) 

This organisation want to fight the problem of nutrition in Brazil and create new jobs. They help 

people to develop projects of urban agriculture. Every kind of agriculture in cities, community 

gardens, familly farms, greenhouses agriculture and school gardens. This organisations already 

start 38 projects of school gardens as we want to do. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

  

https://www.flickr.com/photos/greenmyfavela/7712076106/in/album-72157630901875582/
http://www.greenmyfavela.org/
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V - Project 

 

 

1 - Concept 
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The definition of garden is very wide, it’s depends where you live, why you want a garden and 

how you choose to create and arrange this one. For our place in Rio de Janeiro we have defined 

the garden with 6 keys words. 

 

 

 

- Social : The first one of the tree mains goal of this garden is to create a social cohesion 

around this productive and relaxation area. A place where children and teachers can 

spend time to enjoy the green area. 

 

- Feeding : The second goal, is to have a productive place which allows to offer a healthy 

diet, taste and range discovery to children. In favelas, the poverty cause lot of nutrition 

problems, lack of  vegetables, fruits, mainly vitamins A . Indeed they usually eat just rice 

and beans. 

 

 

- Learning : The third goal provide by this garden for children is to develop their green 

hands. Once arrangements achieve we will learn to children how to plants 

vegetables/fruits, how to cultivate well and when harvest. With many activities to 

discover, understand and perpetuate to growth different varieties of plants to enhance 

their nutrition. 

 

- Biodiversity : To improve the fauna and flora development in the area, we will growth 

many vegetables species with a wide range, also fruits tree, shrubs, aesthetics plants 

and flower. Mainly endemic varieties will be plants in the area to have a best resistance, 

growth and productivity. These local plants will attract lot of natural insects and animals 

which create a rich biodiversity. 

 

-  Organic : In this area, every plants will be organic, without chemical products, with non-

modified organism, respects for the biodiversity, without irradiation, with some natural 

brings ! To keep an ecology, more sustainable possible. 

 

- Maintaining : This is the second step of the training period. During our presence we will 

learn to children how to maintain a garden, vegetables, shrubs and trees to keep this 

green plot efficient more time as possible. We will organise learning activities to get 

organic young gardener in Rio de Janeiro !  
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There is 2 different aspects for the garden. One part is reserve for the kitchen garden. The 

objectives are, learn the children how to grow food, develop activities around the health and 

food, feed the children with healthy food. 
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The second part will be use for social aspect. Create a green space in the favela, use it as a 

social actor. The area will be use for meeting or events with the parents and the people around. 
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2 - Visual aspect of the project.

Photoshop presentation to highlight the project.  
Sketch-Up presentation of the project. (3D) 
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3 - Project support for the Realisation 
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4 - Maintaining of the garden 

 

 

About the vegetable production it’s important to move each species of plot for each 

production. Many species have weakness of advantage for the soil during the growth period. 

It’s why you have to move the growing plot. (cf: Planning of the garden.) 

The mulching. 

-          To keep the water, to avoid too much watering. 

-          To avoid the development of weeds. 

-          To avoid the settling of the soil. 

-          To create a house for benefic insects. 

-          Improve the soil property, with an organic mulching, to add with the times organic                    

substances by breakdown. 

-          When the fruit are mature, if is fall, isn’t in contact direct with the soil (avoid to have insects 

on it) 

-          Enhance the healthy and the growth of vegetables. 

To create an efficient mulching: 

Mulching with vegetables: This is better to have an organic mulching and opt for a mineral 

mulching for trees of shrubs. 

  Organic substance: 

Wood shaving/Bark tree/straw/grass 

 

  

  

·          
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Arrangement of the mulching. 

Before to install it: Clean the soil, destroy all weeds and water the soil. 

Spread the mulching on one layer of more or less 5cm. 

Be careful to don’t put too much mulch just closed to the plants root. 

If it’s organic mulching, thinks to put more substance frequently, when you see it’s necessary. 

  
  
  
  

Composter 

  
How it’s work? 

When you put all these wastes, some dry and other wet, with the contact of the soil, there is the 

beginning of the fermentation then lots of micro-organism come from the soil and eat the waste 

and create organic substance. 

  

Composter Advantages: 

·         Ecology action: It’s allowed to create less waste so less transport of waste, no 

burning… 

·         Improve the soil quality, with a bring of organic substance. 

·         It’s economic; you don’t need to buy some fertilizer and to bring some soil 

when you have a composter. 

The only bad point is maybe the smelt of the substance in decomposition. 

 

·        Mineral substance: 

Slate/stone/plastic 
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Just following all the different things you can or not compost.

 
  

What you have to do after have put things. 

·         Mix every waste between each other. 

·         Add some oxygen, thanks to ventilate. 

·         Be careful to the compost is always enough wet, not too much. 

Finally you can use the good organic soil rich in humus generally from 8 to 15cm months after 

the beginning. 
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Maintaining plants (Trees, shrubs, flowers) 
  

Fruit trees: 

 

Two kind of fruit trees 

·         Pip tree ( Apple, pear ) 

Pip trees make their fruits on old branches, when you cut some branches you have to cut just 

behind a bud always. To allowed to these buds to produce branches and fruits during the years. 

You have to cut during the period of sleep growing or just after the harvest. 

·         Stone tree (Cherry, peach) 

Stones trees produce fruits on the new branches, when the branches have already produce, the 

next years, the tree will not produce on these branches the next year. 

-          Always cut branches, just behind a bud to allow an efficient development, when you cut with 

the secateurs, make a straight line and clean one to reduce the risk of diseases and problems. 

-          And always delete death branches, it’s will be better to the growing of the tree. 

Never cut during an ice period, not too much water and too much hot. 

Always cut just after the harvest. 

 
 

 

Fruit Shrub 

Cut all the branches death, make the shrub cleaner, cut the branches which develop themselves 

within the plants, keep branches which develop to the outside, and maintain them, cut the 

branch behind a bud and keep the climbing branches. 
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Parasite 

  

-          Anti-aphid 

Put some other plants to attract these parasites on it and not on the vegetables. For the aphid: 

Lavender or marigold. 

  

-          Anti-slug 

There is an ultimo solution for the slug; you have just to put little pieces of eggs shell on the soil 

just between vegetables, economic, ecologic and feed the soil. It’s a very efficient technique. 
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Estimate and investissement 
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Cost of the garden +3 years without structural funding:  3 552€  

 

Cost of the garden +3 years without structural funding: 36 632€ 
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V - Plants 

1 - List of plants 

 

Name  Picture Characteristics 

Trees 

Maracudja  
Passion fruit 
 
 
 

 

Climbing plant. 
Nice for Green wall and 
pergola.  
 
Production     :+++++ 
Growth          : ++++ 
Rich (Vit)       :+++ 
Taste             :++++ 
Aesthetic         :++++++ 
Maintenance :+++ 

Orange tree 
 
 
 
 

 

Small tree (4m high) good 
for small garden 
 
Production    :+++ 
Growth         : + 
Rich (Vit)      :++++++ 
Taste             :++++++ 
Aesthetic         :+++ 
Maintenance  : +++ 

Jabuticaba 
 
 
 
 

 

Produce a lot 3 times / years 
 
Production    :++++++ 
Growth         : +++++ 
Rich (Vit)      :++++ 
Taste             :++++++ 
Aesthetic         :++++ 
Maintenance  : + 

Papaya tree 
 
 
 
 
 

 

Grow very fast and easy 
But need to be control to 
don’t be to high 
Produce all along the year 
 
Production    :++++++ 
Growth         : ++++++ 
Rich (Vit)      :+++ 
Taste             :+++++ 
Aesthetic         :+++ 
Maintenance  : + 
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Banana tree 

 

Well growth in equatorian 
countries 
 
 
 
 
Production    :+++++ 
Growth         : ++++ 
Rich (Vit)      :+++ 
Taste             :++++ 
Esthetic         :++++ 
Maintenance  : + 

Kaki tree 
 
 
 
 

 

Need to be control 
 
Production    :++++++ 
Growth         : ++++ 
Rich (Vit)      :+++ 
Taste             :++++ 
Esthetic         :++++ 
Maintenance  : + 
 

Avocado tree 

 

Local plant 
Need to be control 
(Can be 15m) 
 
Production    :++++++ 
Growth         : ++++++ 
Rich (Vit)      :++ 
Taste             :+++ 
Esthetic         :+ 
Maintenane  : + 
 
 
 

Bushes 

Pitanga bushes 
 

 

Very rich fruit witch  
Very tasty fruit 
 
Production    :++++++ 
Growth         : +++++ 
Rich (Vit)      :++++++ 
Taste             :++++ 
Esthetic         :++++ 
Maintenance  : ++++ 
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Acerola 

 

Very rich in Vitamins 
Produce 5 times / years 
 
Production    :++++++ 
Growth         : ++++ 
Rich (Vit)      :++++++ 
Taste             :+++ 
Esthetic         :++++ 
Maintenance  : ++++ 

Amora bushes 
Blackberry bushes 

 

Thorny (can be dangerous 
for little children) 
 
Production    :++++ 
Growth         : ++++ 
Rich (Vit)      :++ 
Taste             :+++++ 
Esthetic         :++ 
Maintenance  : +++ 

Crops 

Rabano 
Radish 

 

Easy and fast growth. Nice 
for children 
 
Production    :++++++ 
Growth         : +++++ 
Rich (Vit)      :+++ 
Taste             :+++++ 
Esthetic         :++ 
Maintenance  : ++++++ 

Cenoura 
Carotte 

 

Contain lot of Vitamin A, 
good for brazilian population 
 
Production    :+++++ 
Growth         : +++++ 
Rich (Vit)      :++++++ 
Taste             :++++ 
Esthetic         :++ 
Maintenane  : +++ 

Tomate 
 

 

Sweet fruit  
 
Production    :+++ 
Growth         : ++++ 
Rich (Vit)      :+++ 
Taste             :++++++ 
Esthetic         :++++ 
Maintenane  : +++ 
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Alho 
Garlic 
 

 

Very interesting for cooking 
and for repulse the insects 
 
 
 
Production    :+++++ 
Growth         : ++++++ 
Rich (Vit)      :++++++ 
Taste             :+++ 
Esthetic         :++ 
Maintenance  : +++++ 

Alface 
Salad 

 

Healthy food 
 
Production    :+++ 
Growth         : +++++ 
Rich (Vit)      :+++ 
Taste             :++++ 
Esthetic         :++++ 
Maintenance  : ++++ 

Cebola 
onion 

 

Nice for cooking meals 
 
Production    :+++++ 
Growth         :+++++ 
Rich (Vit)      :+++++ 
Taste             :+++ 
Esthetic         :++ 
Maintenance  : +++++ 

Pimentao 
Sweet pepper 

 

Nice taste 
 
Production    :+++ 
Growth         :++++ 
Rich (Vit)      :++++++ 
Taste             :+++++ 
Esthetic         :+++ 
Maintenane  : +++ 
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Melancia 
Watermelon 

 

Very tasty fruits and nice to 
see grow 
 
 
 
Production    :++++ 
Growth         : +++++ 
Rich (Vit)      :+++ 
Taste             :++++++ 
Esthetic         :++++ 
Maintenane  : +++++ 

Melao 
melon  

 

Sweet fruit 
80-140j 
 
Production    :++++ 
Growth         : +++++ 
Rich (Vit)      :++++ 
Taste             :++++++ 
Esthetic         :++++ 
Maintenane  : +++++ 

Couve-flor 
Cabbage 

 

Lot of nutrients 
 
 
 
Production    :+++ 
Growth         : +++ 
Rich (Vit)      :+++++ 
Taste             :+++ 
Esthetic         :+++++ 
Maintenane  : +++++ 

batata doce 
Sweet potatoe 

 

Rich in nutrients and good 
for cooking meals 
 
Production    :+++++ 
Growth         : ++++ 
Rich (Vit)      :+++++ 
Taste             :++++ 
Esthetic         :+ 
Maintenane  : ++ 

Mandioca 
Manioc 

 

Roots used in many different 
ways 
 
Production    :+++++ 
Growth         : +++++ 
Rich (Vit)      :++ 
Taste             :++ 
Esthetic         :++ 
Maintenane  : ++++ 
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2 - Details for each plants 

Cf. Annexe. 

3 - Planning  

 

When to plant ? 

 

 

 

To be durable, a garden must follow a planning. 

 

For example, it’s not good to plant the same plant on the same place every year. We call it 

Rotation of culture. 

 

The idea is to make a rotation of bed plantation every years. 

 

  At the beginning of a garden, the soil is compacted. It’s nice to grow Potatoes to “clean” and 

lighten the soil. 

 

1st sowing : Potatoes is good to start a kitchen garden or to “clean” the soil. It bring it back to 

the level 0. After the harvest of the potatoes it’s important to import compost and mulch on the 

soil. 

 

2nd sowing : It’s the better time to put “fruit” vegetables. The soil is rich in elements. Those are, 

cucumber, tomatoes, mais, courgette and pumpkins. 

 

3rd sowing : For the second period it’s nice to pot some plants which fix the nitrogen. Those are 

the plants of beans, haricot and peas. 

 

4th sowing : As the soil il full of azote, it’s the good time to grow “leaves” vegetables. Salad, 

lettuce, cabbages 

 

5th sowing : After the culture of “leaves” vegetables the soil is exhausted. Here is the good time 

to grow “roots” vegetables 

 

For example : 
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1st Year : 

  
 

2nd Year : 

 
 

 

 

 

 

 

 
 
 

      1st 
gardening           
      bed 

 
 

    Beans 

 
 
 
 
       

      2nd 
gardening           
      bed 

  
 Cabbages 

       
 

      
 
 
 
 
 

      3rd 
gardening           
      bed 

 
 

   Onion 

   Garlic 

   Carrot 
 
 
    
 
       

    
    
      4th 
gardening           
      bed 

 
 

Potatoes 

 
 
       
 

 
 

      5th 

gardening           
      bed 

 
 

   Melon 

  Water-           
melon 

 tomatoes 

 

 

 
 
 
      
 
 
 
 
 

      1st 
gardening           
      bed 

 
 

    Melon 

  Water-           
melon 

 tomatoes 

 

 

      2nd 
gardening           
      bed 

  
 

   Beans 

       
 

      
 
 
 
 
 

      3rd 
gardening           
      bed 

 
 

Cabbages 

   
 
 
    
 
       
 

    
 
 
 
    
      4th 
gardening           
      bed 

 
 

   Onion 

   Garlic 

   Carrot 
 
 
       
 

      5th 

gardening           
      bed 

 

   Potatoes 
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Thank you at ‘Estrela da Favela’ and CAH Vilentum Almere for this project. 

 

You can find the Blog of our time in Brazil : www.vincentlulzac.wix.com/jardimdofuturo 

 

 
 

 

Guillaume Debeyter 

Vincent Lulzac 

 

vincentlulzac@orange.fr 

guillaume.debeyter@gmail.com 

 

http://www.vincentlulzac.wix.com/jardimdofuturo
mailto:vincentlulzac@orange.fr
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